
Our New Partner Schools

Our New Beneficiares

Wynberg Boys High School (WC)

Umhlali Primary School (KZN)

Little Marbles (Limpopo)

Sierra Nevada Primary School (Gauteng)

 
We are always on the lookout to grow our network of likeminded individuals

who are passionate about our vision to fund the dreams of children in South Africa.

Matric Results 
Nqobile has completed her matric with some

excellent results - we are incredibly proud of her.  

Watipa

Mikayla

Luvuno

Sange
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"A nation that takes care of its children is a nation that takes care of its future" 

Nelson Mandela
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Mikayla learns to
swim!
Recently Mikayla has attended her first swimming

lesson ever and loving being in the water. 



The Bokamoso Story Book! 
Last year we embarked on a journey to create a Bokamoso Story Book and with the help of one of our donors

and mentors Milan Bheeka this project is underway. We are incredibly grateful for his time and energy to help

us create this keepsake for everyone who has been part of the Bokamoso Family. 

Here is another snippet from the Bokamoso Story Book... 

Protea blossoming – Phelo

The journey of Tandi and her son Phelo was the first I learnt of during my ambition of trying to walk alongside

the footsteps of parents and their children during their time with the Bokamoso Education Trust. It is a story

that certainly embodies the growth mindset of believing that the closing of one door is merely a pathway to

the opening of another.

Mother to both Phelo and his older sister, Tandi was working as a domestic helper 6 years ago and given their

modest surroundings, it was certainly an unfathomable prospect that her daughter was in the running at the

time to attend the prestigious Oprah Winfrey Academy. However, despite her respectable academic results at

the end of primary school, she fell painfully short of gaining acceptance on the scholarship programme in the

following year, dampening the high hopes that had been building up in the household. Phelo, in Grade 1 at

the time, was the unexpected beneficiary of this unfortunate news as the school’s headmaster maintained

that the family was nevertheless deserving of some financial support for their children’s education and so

selected Phelo for Bokamoso’s initiative. After the usual vetting process, the family received the greatest

news ever: Phelo’s primary and high schooling career would be funded completely by the Trust! Residing in

Hout Bay, the family would fall under the Bokamoso’s Cape Town operation, receiving all the support they

would require from the angelic leadership of Alison Trotter. 

As the years have passed, Tandi has had the priceless enjoyment of seeing Phelo nurture into a diligent

young man with a real zest for life, excelling in every sport he has had the opportunity to participate in. She

spoke with a real fondness that in Phelo, she believes we have the next Protea in the making, as, despite his

love for football and hockey, his passion for the game is displayed nowhere more prominently than on the

cricket field. In Grade 7 currently, their ambition is for Phelo to begin next year at one of the true monuments

from a sporting heritage perspective of the South African school system – Wynberg Boys High – the alma

mater of our greatest-ever cricketer, Jacques Kallis – or Rondebosch High. Both she and Phelo are only too

aware of what a massive privilege that would be and her gratitude for the remarkable opportunity that they

have been endowed with through their association with the Trust was almost palpable. Mindful of the fact

that Phelo does require additional support at this time in some key school subjects, I felt that Tandi’s wish for

a special soul willing to serve the role of mentor and more generally as a genuine companion, for her son is

something that cannot be overstated. Hopefully, Phelo is able to find his match soon! 
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“What a remarkable, humbling experience to begin with” I remember thinking

to myself after my call with Tandi. Although the world was in a state of

incomparable mourning and isolation during the lockdown in response to the

Covid-19 pandemic, it was Holy Saturday and I recall a bright and sunny

afternoon, made all the more special by a unique reminder of the abundance

of joy and hope that springs eternal provided by the story I had just had the

privilege of listening to.
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An equally prominent part of our discussion which Tandi made no compromise in highlighting was the

supplementary support that she has received over the past years because as life has the tendency to do,

situations arise which challenge our character, values, beliefs, faith and self-motivation to persevere and

continue giving of our best. Through Alison and the incredible Jessie and Jono, who, as donors, have

committed financially to Phelo’s upbringing, Tandi was able to send off her husband with a dignified funeral

following his recent passing, something she valued very highly. The funding has also extended to support

Phelo’s attendance at several sports tours and equipment necessary to partake in the activities he derives so

much pleasure from. Tandi recalled with a special fondness the joy they have been able to cherish as a

family during Christmas time over the past few years, where provision for the essential household items was

taken care of through hampers provided by the Trust. This was just an extension, she emphasised, of the

indelible community culture she feels that they have entered into – a real sense of family where support is

always available. No one embodies this more than Alison, whom she spoke glowingly of as being a

motherly-figure, going to extreme lengths to treat each Bokamoso child as her own. We are especially proud

of this story and in equal measure, of all of the friends of the Trust that have played their role thus far, and will

no doubt continue to do so, in shaping a glorious path for Phelo.
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Parents Meeting 
We had a super turn out from our Bokamoso Parents at the first meeting for 2021.  It's wonderful to see their

commitment to their children's education and overall well-being.  
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London Marathon - 03 Oct 2021
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